Community Progress Project Guide: Predict Effects of a Change

I can infer the effects of a change. (CCSSR7)    I can write a persuasive statement. (CCSSW1)

How can you make community progress by writing a letter?

List three ways to improve your community.

Choose one change. Note it in the diagram. Then predict three effects it will have.

How could you and other community members help to make and support this progress?

I can _________________________________________________________________

Everyone can ________________________________________________________

Then write a letter in support of that change. Your letter should be addressed to your alderman. Make your idea clear and persuasive. Tell: what the change is you recommend; how you identified it; how you and others will support it; what differences it will make.

INTERNET LEARNING LINK: You can use this same diagram to analyze and write about a change in Chicago. Look for those changes at http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/.